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Online vocabulary trainers
Linguello - High-Quality Vocabular Trainer

With this excellent trainer and its proven learning method based on
repetition, your individually chosen words are guaranteed to stay in
your memory! To use Linguello you will need to create a free account –
which is worth it!

PONS Vocabulary Trainer - Targeted Vocabulary Growth

The PONS Vocabulary Trainer provides vocabulary exercises of
various kinds. For targeted practise you can review words you added
individually, or add words you look up in the "PONS Online Dictionary".
To create and manage vocabulary lists, you will need to complete a free
registration.

Quizlet - Clear Vocabulary Practice

Quizlet provides a number of varied exercises and activities with
audio recordings of the vocabulary. The vocabulary sets are created
by users and are not reviewed by the Quizlet staff.

Vocabulix - Vocabulary with Illustrations

This vocabulary trainer allows for simple yet effective vocabulary
learning. You can choose the level of dif culty and topic, and
vocabulary words are contextualised with illustrative pictures.

Freeware vocabulary trainers for download
Anki - Learn with Digital Flash Cards (Windows, Mac,
Linux, iPhone, Android)

A high-quality, sophisticated open source vocabulary trainer. This
universal learning tool allows you to integrate pictures, video and audio.
You can also enable extra functions like voice recording and keyboard
shortcuts.
Many existing lessons are available with the main program installation.
To synchronise your mobile devices and use the apps in parallel, you will
need to complete a free registration.

Teachmaster - Easy-to-Use Trainer (Windows)

An easy-to-use vocabulary trainer that you can use for free and without
an internet connection. In the "Quiz" section you can choose between ve
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different types of vocabulary exercises.

gnuVocabTrain - Revision and Memory (Windows, Linux,
Mac)

This simple but helpful vocabulary trainer is excellent for revising your
individually entered vocabulary words. With the included memory game
you also have the possibility to have some fun while revising
vocabulary!

Simpliciter - Learn Vocabulary Easily (Windows, Linux)

With Simpliciter you can improve your vocabulary knowledge in a
variety of ways. Choose between the following exercise formats:
standard revision of your individualised vocabulary list, a writing
exercise, or a puzzle.

VTrain Free - Classic Vocabulary Trainer (Windows)

This classic vocabulary trainer provides a number of functions and
unlimited use of the free version. On the website you can nd several
ready-made vocabulary sets for download. The user interface is a bit
outdated, but the application is still very useful.

